
Rising to the challenge 
with fast fulfillment & distribution

U B E R  T E C H N O L O G I E S  S U C C E S S  S T O R Y



As the Nation’s leading tech and ride sharing company, Uber approached 

Southwest Precision Printing with an urgent and important challenge – to 

help supply hundreds of thousands of Uber drivers with PPE supplies during 

COVID-19. As a leader in the commercial printing industry, Southwest 

Precision was prepared to respond immediately.

Providing large-scale customized
solutions with fast-turnaround

Uber was struggling to provide their drivers across the country with a supply 

of disposable masks and antiseptic wipes through their online ordering 

portal. They were in need of a partner with the capacity and expertise to 

provide customized solutions. The Southwest Precision Printing team 

proposed a seamless transition in which they utilized data from the Uber 

platform to fulfill and distribute orders, with an impressive 3-day turnaround.

As Southwest Precision ramped up the assembly and distribution of over 

20,000 orders of masks per day and 160,000 orders of antiseptic wipes, they 

strived to improve efficiency and minimize costs in the process. This included 

shifting from a gummed envelope to a peel and seal to speed up production. 

SWP was also able to reduce the cost of postage by nearly 65% through mail 

organization optimized for courier routes.

As a result, Uber was able to effectively supply their team members with critical 

PPE, ensuring the safety of thousands of drivers and passengers. They chose 

Southwest Precision Printing as their partner thanks to exceptional customer 

service, broad capabilities and an expedient turn-around time.

AN IMMEDIATE & SEAMLESS TRANSITION
REDUCING POSTAGE COSTS BY NEARLY 65%

ENABLING SMOOTH DAILY OPERATIONS
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While other printers were quoting 5 
days, Southwest Precision delivered an 
impressive 3-day turnaround with 20,000 
orders going out per day.

When it comes to 
safety, we know 
our work is never 
done. That’s why 
we continue to 
develop new 
technology to help 
drivers stay safe.
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